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When asking how long it takes to get addicted,

there are many different factors to consider

before coming up with a valid answer.

More than a set timeline, researchers believe it

is the repeated use of such drugs that create

these chemical changes that alter the brain's

reward system. Once someone continues to use

and pursue the use of a substance, it means

their reward system has been affected, and

they're likely struggling with an addiction.

However, not all substances work the same

way. It is common for an addiction to sneak up

on people. Tolerance is key to the development

of addiction. Sometimes, people slowly build up

a tolerance, and they're struggling with

addiction before knowing it.

Intense cravings for drugs or other

substances once its effects start to wear off.

Minimizing, hiding, or lying about drug use

to family and friends. 

Building up a tolerance and using the

substance more frequently than before.

The need to get a higher or more long-

lasting effect from the substance by

combining it with other drugs, using illicit

substances, or mixing different drugs.

No longer finding pleasure from activities

that used to be enjoyable.

Difficulties keeping up with everyday

responsibilities like work, family

obligations, or school.

Feeling a need for the substance to get

through certain situations. 

Experiencing withdrawal symptoms when

they try to stop using the substance. 

Feeling anxious or depressed without the

substance.

Signs of AddictionWhen asking how long it takes to get addicted,
there are many different factors to consider
before coming up with a valid answer.

IN  A  GIST



Factors To Consider
About Addiction
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When asking how long it takes to get addicted, there
are many different factors to consider before coming
up with a valid answer.

IN  A  GIST

History of Addiction in the Family
Recent research has identified numerous genes,
and variations within these genes, that are
associated with the addictive process. Perhaps the
strongest evidence for heredity’s role in addiction
comes from twin studies and adoption studies.
Studies of twins found a 60% rate of similarity
regarding addiction in identical twins vs. a 39% rate
of similarity in fraternal twins.

History of Trauma or Abuse
Studies show that about 55 to 60 percent of all

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) victims end
up developing some form of chemical dependency.

The same can be said of surveys of adolescents
receiving treatment for substance abuse, more than

70% of patients had a history of trauma exposure.
Similar reports are known about women who

suffered sexual abuse as children. 

Underlying Mental Health Problems
There's a definite connection between mental
illness and addiction, which one comes first remains
to be figured out. The majority of people struggling
with mental illness report consuming alcohol,
cocaine, cigarettes, or other substances to cope or
self-medicate. About 45 percent of people in the
United States struggle with a dual diagnosis.

Early Substance Use
When teens begin drinking at an early age, they
increase the chance of becoming addicted to or

continuing to abuse substances later in life.
Because early substance use affects the

development of their brain, they'll become more
susceptible to the effects of addictive substances as

adults. This is why intervention at an early age is
paramount to prevent problems down the line.



TOP 10
DRUGS
ARE SOME MORE ADDICTIVE?
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#1 – Prescription Drugs
Prescription drugs treat acute to chronic
pain conditions. However, most prescription
drugs have a high potential for addiction
and misuse. When people start misusing
prescription drugs, they’re more likely to
develop a physical dependence that causes
them to increase their doses without
medical supervision.

#2 – Heroin
Heroin is injected or snorted and converts
into morphine in the brain and attaches to
opioid receptors. This creates a euphoric
rush that results in dry mouth and heavy
arms and legs feeling. Other common
effects while doing heroin are nausea,
vomiting, and severe itching.

#3 - Cocaine
An estimated 14-20 million people
worldwide use cocaine and it’s one of the
most addictive drugs. An estimated 21
percent of people who try cocaine will
become addicted at some point in their
lifetime.

Although some people are more susceptible than
others to develop an addiction, it's also true that some
substances are more addictive than others.
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#4 – Alcohol
Studies show that alcohol abuse can completely rewire the brain, by overwhelming
the brain with dopamine by as much as 360 percent. While alcohol is legal, it’s
responsible for 3 million deaths every year.

#5 – Nicotine
More than two-thirds of Americans who tried cigarettes or chewing tobacco report
being dependent at some point during their lifetime. Today, teenagers are young
adults who are amongst the primary users for e-cigarettes and vaping devices that
contain high levels of nicotine and can be highly addictive.
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#6 – Crystal Meth
Crystal meth is a form of methamphetamine made illegally in meth labs. However, at
higher levels, crystal meth can produce drug-induced psychosis and aggressive
behavior. Crystal meth is a highly addictive drug, rewiring the brain and making it
less able to produce dopamine on its own.

#7 – Amphetamines
Similar to meth, amphetamines are stimulants drugs. However, these drugs are legal
and often prescribed for ADHD. Adderall is one of the most popular forms of
amphetamines, and it has become so popular it found its way to the streets. When
people use these types of drugs without a medical prescription, they can be highly
addictive. 

#8 – Benzodiazepines
Also known as benzos, popular benzodiazepines include Xanax and Valium. Like
prescription drugs, benzos are meant for short-term use, when someone misuses
them, they’re likely to develop a dependence on these substances and have a higher
risk of addiction.

#9 – Barbiturates
Before benzos, barbiturates were the go-to prescription for anxiety. Nowadays,
these depressants help with epilepsy treatment and other conditions. However,
unlike other prescription medications, barbiturate’s potential for addiction is well-
known.

#10 – Synthetic Opioids
On average, it takes a couple of weeks for our bodies to become physically
dependent on an opioid. However, that varies from individual to individual. Even still,
it is known that the first dose of opioids can have psychological effects that could
trigger a path of addiction.



HOW LONG
DOES IT TAKE?

While there isn't a set timeline for
developing alcoholism, researchers
talk about the stages of alcoholism.
The first stage starts with binge
drinking, then they start to struggle
with blackouts and other physical
problems. The third stage is when
they notice a problem. By the last
stage, someone's already
preoccupied with consuming alcohol
daily.

TO GET ADDICTED TO COMMON SUBSTANCES
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While these are not set timelines, they're an overall idea of how addictive these substances are and how
dangerous they can be at the onset of addiction.

IN  A  GIST

ALCOHOL

Prescription amphetamines like
Adderall are generally safe when
people follow their doctor's
instructions. However, people often
misuse these substances to achieve a
high that eventually could trigger an
addiction. Unfortunately, even
someone who uses amphetamines for
an extended period of time can
develop a dependence that could lead
to addiction.

AMPHETAMINE
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Benzodiazepines or benzos include
Xanax, Klonopin, Valium, Ativan, and
other popular drugs that are often
misused. One of the scariest things
about benzos is that it might take
three to four weeks to develop an
addiction. These are highly potent
substances that people develop
tolerance to in just a few days. This is
why these medications are best for
short-term treatment only.

BENZOS

Researchers found that symptoms of
nicotine addiction can start within a
few days of starting to smoke. In the
study, almost two-thirds of
participants had nicotine dependence
symptoms within two weeks after
starting smoking. Of those, 1 in 5 said
their symptoms made them start
smoking every day.

NICOTINE

Whether taken with a prescription or
found on the streets or through
friends and family, opioids are highly
addictive substances. On average, it
takes a couple of weeks for our
bodies to become physically
dependent on an opioid. However,
that varies from individual to
individual. Even that first dose of
opioids can have psychological
effects that could trigger a path of
addiction.

OPIOIDS



If you or a loved one is
struggling with substance
abuse, please know there's
help available. At
Lighthouse Recovery
Institute, we're here to help
or your loved one find the
right path to recovery.
Contact us today to learn
about our addiction
treatment programs and
start walking towards a
healthy, sober, and clean
life. We believe you have
the power to turn your life
around, let us help you
make it happen.

FINDING HELP

1-866-336-9491
1609 S Congress Ave
Boynton Beach, FL 33426

www.lighthouserecoveryinstitute.com


